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Quarterly Journal of the Shropshire Caving & Mining Club Autumn Issue No: 2014.3

Invitation to Commemorate the Brick-kiln Leasow 
Pit Disaster, Madeley 1864

Club members are invited to attend 
a service on 28th September 2014, 
in St. Michael’s Church Madeley at 
6.30pm to commemorate the 150th 
Anniversary of this disaster.
The victims are buried in a 

communal grave in the churchyard 
which was renovated a few years 
ago. Various Club members have 
advised and helped with this project.
(see page 3 for details of a play to 
be performed on Saturday 27th.)

Snailbeach Work
Work on the mine buildings at 
Snailbeach is due to start at the 
beginning of September and continue 
through to December/the New Year.

Shropshire Council has secured 
Higher Level Stewardship funding 
from Natural England to repair ten of 
the buildings, to make them safe and 
accessible to the public. 

While work is taking place this 
will restrict access to some of the 
buildings and parts of the site. The 
contractors and Council plan to work 
systematically down the site starting 
on the higher engine houses and the 
Resting Hill Chimney then progress 
to the lower buildings around the 
Visitor Centre and Loco Shed, then 
on to the Buddles. The intention is to 
keep site restrictions to a minimum 
and as many of the building 
accessible as possible.

Contractors may be using the Loco 
shed as their base and stores and 
they may park their vehicles on the 
dressing fl oor - so take care when 
visiting the site.

Tankerville Update
The conservation works at 
Tankerville are virtually complete 
and the Shropshire Mines Trust 
should be taking the site over again 
soon. They are looking at ways to re-
launch the site to the public and have 
had offers of help but they would 
welcome ideas to make the event a 
success, to ensure that all the work 
and was worthwhile.
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News Round-Up 1
Ivor Brown

The records are now held by an 
organisation named “Iron Mountain” 
which is part of the Department of 
Energy and Climate Change. These 
records formerly held by the NCB 
and it’s successors are available 
to applicants at no cost, providing 
they refer to themselves. Birthdate, 
National Insurance Number and 
name of the last colliery employed 
with date of leaving have to be 
provided. Also information on other 
persons might be available if certain 
information can be supplied eg proof 
of death and purpose. The telephone 
number for information, forms etc. 
is 08442 641 486. They do not hold 
information on wages or pensions - 
the number for this is 0845 606 4444.

The writer has ‘tried the system’, 
and having given all the information 
requested, received an envelope 
containing 8 quarto sheets. The 
information is most enlightening, it 
includes:

a)  Personal information supplied 
when signing on, school attended, 
father’s occupation, spare time 
interests! (for IJB as of 5/7/1952).

b) Places of work - periods all 
quoted. For IJB: pit training 
centre, electricians, survey 
department, general underground, 
College. From 1957: all coalface 
operations with periods at 
College to 1959, then ripping 
(tunnelling), fi nally shotfi ring, 
then deputy.

c) Report sheets - give weekly 
reports on work done - this is 
where you fi nd out what others 
thought of you! There are some 
such as “Good lad”, “will make 
a thorough electrician”, “good 
worker”, but also some not to be 
repeated. Too late I am afraid for 
the writer to make representations 
for nearly all the signatories are 

dead. The sheets do show clearly 
that at that time we were working 
a six day week on the face (when 
on day shift, 5 on nights).

d) Certifi cates of training as 
required by law (copies) - see 
fi gure 1.

The writer also tried to obtained 
information on his father, John 
Henry Brown, who worked at 
Madeley Wood Colliery from 1918 
to 1967 (and then Highley to 1969). 
IJB supplied all of the information 
required, but could not produce a 
death certifi cate. Several telephone 
calls later he was able to convince 
them that he was deceased and if 
not he would be over 108 years of 
age - only to receive the reply that 
they had no information on him. It 
appears that the pre-nationalisation 
company did not pass any 
information on.

Mines at Work 1877
The Colliery Guardian (31/8/1877) 
records, according to a  
Parliamentary Report there are (in 
England & Wales):

2,688 coal mines with a rateable 
value of £2,776,920

   386 ironstone mines with a 
rateable value of £ 438,129

   593 other mines with a rateable 
value of £ 195,394

UK Miners Records

Figure 1: Part of a 1957 Weekly Report for IJB.

Ken Jones
The Proceedings of the Conference 
held in April 2013 to commemorate 
the life of former member Ken Jones, 
have recently been published by the 
Wrekin Local Studies Forum. They 
contain 36 pages and include papers 
on Ken’s life, the Little Dawley 
area,local Methodism and Coal 
Supply to the local power station. 
There are numerous references to 
local coal mining and railways. It is 
understood that all copies have now 
been sold, but the journal should be 
available in all local libraries.

Llanymynech Bones
Human skeletal remains were found 
on 1st August in the Llanymynech 
mine/cave system by people with 
metal detectors. 

Dyfed-Powys Police have launched 
an investigation and have asked 
forensic experts to carry out tests 
on the fi nd. The Police sealed off 
the area and removed the bones for 
examination. 

As an SSSI, you have to wonder 
what they were doing to ‘discover’ 
bones with a metal detector!
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Madeley Parish Council are 
searching for illustrations on 
this disaster which is marked by 
a communal grave in Madeley 
Churchyard, 9 lives were lost (see 
‘Below’ 1999.4).

A £16,000 grant has been obtained 
to mark the 150th Anniversary using 
a youth theatre group (Madeley 
Church Sept. 17th 2014), guided 
walks and other means. Members 
will remember that this Council 
was also keen to support the Club’s 
proposal for a general memorial - 
their generous fi nancial contribution 
had to be returned.

Brick-kiln Leasow Pit Disaster, Madeley 1864
You can fi nd out more about the 
Nine Men at www.ninemen.org and 
discover the walking trail.

The Heritage Lottery Fund have 
also assisted a memorial to all local 
miners adjoining a new Co-op stores 
in North Gawber village between 
Wakefi eld and Barnsley. It consists 
of a replica steel headframe about 
4 metres high with a plate attached 
listing all single deaths and one 
disaster at the colliery 1850-1987 
(see photos below).

News Round-Up 2
Ivor Brown

Figure 2, right: Flyer for the 
Community Play on ‘The 9 Men of 
Madeley’, Saturday 27th September.

Photo 1: Mining 
Memorial on the site 
of the former North 
Gawber Colliery, 1850-
1987, now the site of a 
Co-operative Stores.

(IJB Collection)

Photo 2: Plaque fi xed 
to the Mining Memorial 
on the site of the 
former North Gawber 
Colliery, 1850-1987.

(IJB Collection)
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The Tinsley engine is a twin cylinder 
steam type winding engine (but 
always run on compressed air) built 
to change the winding ropes on the 
Koepe winder installed on a shaft at 
Wolstanton Colliery Stoke on Trent 
in 1962. After Wolstanton closed 
the engine was dismantled and re- 
erected at Hem Heath Colliery Stoke 
on Trent in about 1988/9. It was used 
there to change the conveyor belts in 
the main production drift until Hem 
Heath closed in 1997.

Following a visit to Hem Heath to 
photograph the site before demolition 
I saw this engine and felt it had to be 
saved, so I asked if the Shropshire 
Mines Trust could have it. The Coal 
Authority agreed, as long as I was 
prepared to take on liability for 
the work and supply appropriate 
method statements and other related 
paperwork. After  meetings with the 
colliery engineer and the submission 
of related paperwork, the work 
took place. We removed the engine 
starting on a Friday morning with 
myself and Andrew Yapp breaking 
the concrete with air picks, then on 
Saturday and Sunday dismantling 
the engine with Andy Yapp, myself, 
Peter Eggleston, John Davies, John 
Blair, Tony Richards (crane) and 
Edwin Thorpe, taking it out of the 
Colliery gates at approximately 6pm 
on the Sunday evening.

Drum weighs 22.2 tonnes. I have 
calculated that the whole engine 
together weighs approximately 50+  
tonnes! 

The engine and bed frames were 
taken to Apedale 3 years ago and the 
engine was run for open days without 
its drum, but from now on it can be 
run in its full glory.

The drum was loaded in my yard 
(T.O.Tomlins, Halfway House) on 
Friday evening, 1st August 2014, and 
transported to site early on Saturday 
2nd August. It was craned into 
position by my 50 tonner. It took a 
while to line all the bolt holes up but 
we got there, and I am happy to say it 
is now in full working order more or 
less 17 years to the day we removed 
it from Hem Heath colliery.

Peter Eggleston was there to record 
events, as he was 17 years ago at 
the removal. My partner Catherine 
was there to make a pictorial record, 
Colin and Liz Armfi eld turned out 
to help too. The rest of the team was 
the Apedale volunteers and John 
Murphy was operating the crane.

I would like to thank everyone who 
took part in this operation, both 
the removal from Hem Heath and 
the installation at Apedale. I was 
passionate about this engine from the 
day I fi rst saw it and was told it was 
going to be scrapped within weeks. 
At the time a museum wanted it but 
it was going to cost them £20,000 to 
remove, transport and rebuild. They 
therefore had to decline, so we got 
it  :-)

We removed it in 3 days with 
volunteers from the S.C.M.C and the 
S.M.T. one crane and 2 artic lorries. 
The volunteers at the time spent the 
nights on site in the bunks in the 
lorries and the rest on the trailers 
with a sheet draped off the headboard 
as a make shift tent. We were 
allowed to use the pit baths to wash 
in as they were still operational at the 
time. Evenings were spent in a local 
hostelry that served intoxicating 
liquor. The weather was abysmal 
and we were all soaked and worked 
approximately 12 hours each day! 
Incidentally it rained this time too!

Once again thanks to all who 
helped make this possible, it proves 

what can be done with dedicated 
volunteers.

Even though this engine is now at 
Apedale, I wish to stress that as part 
of the agreement any Club or Trust 
member who is interested in future 
running and maintenance on this 
artefact is welcome to be involved 
in its operation at the Apedale 
site. Over the coming months the 
temporary controls will be put back 
to their original positions on the 
drivers platform and the main post 
brakes reinstated and put in working 
order. Also a full repaint is planned 
and eventually it is hoped to erect 
a roof over it to protect it from the 
weather. 

If anyone is interested please contact 
me by email:

stuart@totomlins.co.uk
or 01743 884235 / 07802 365255

I would also like to mention that 
Mr. Bill Denton (Head of the Coal 
Authority at the time) was a great 
help and gifted the engine to the 
Shropshire Mines Trust on long term 
loan arrangement.

Videos & Pictures
If you go to the Apedale heritage 
centre website  there are pictures and 
a video of the Tinsley engine drum 
being fi tted and a video of it running 
afterwards:

www.apedale.co.uk
Click News then scroll down to 
Special Delivery.

Tinsley Complete After 17 years!
Stuart Tomlins

The completed Tinsley and drum at Apedale.  (Apedale Heritage Centre website)
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Week 18th to 27th April – Nenthead
 SCMC members at different times in the week were 

Eileen Bowen, Roy Fellows, Steve Holding, Alan 
Richardson, Alan and Vicky Robinson, Paul Thorn 
& Mike Worsfold (with various members of other 
clubs). Various trips undertaken including a break-
through on Middlecleugh North Vein, Middlecleugh 
Level.

Wednesday 30th April – Clive ‘South 
Winze’
 Stuart Cowper, Andy Harris, Steve Holding, Richard 

Silk & Andy Wood.

Thursday 8th May – SRT Training
 Snailbeach Forty Yard Level – Eileen Bowen, Andy 

Harris, Steve Holding, Dave Jackson (fi rst time to 
Forty Yard Level), Andy Kennelly & Mike Worsfold.

Thursday 15th May – Snailbeach 40 yd 
Level
 Andy Harris, Steve Holding & Andy Wood.

Saturday 24th May– Telford Town Park 
Walk

 Mike Clough, Peter Eggleston, Steve Holding, Mike 
Moore, Graham Smith, Andy Wood with Mike 
Clayton & Emma Porter (Dudley Caving Club). 

Thursday 29th  May  – Huglith to main 
tramming level
 Julian Bromhead, Stuart Cowper, Steve Holding & 

Andy Wood.

SCMC Trip Reports - May & June 2014
Compiled by Steve Holding

Tuesday 10th June – Rorrington walk
 Lead by Mike Shaw. The group visited most of the 

open adits and stopes, apart from the Deep Adit. 
Undergrowth restricted the way in parts!

Wednesday 11th June – SRT training at 
Snailbeach
 With Mike Davies, Steve Holding Dave Jackson 

and Andy Wood with two new trainees.

Saturday 14th June – Apedale
 Really under SMTL membership, Andy Kennelly 

and Steve Holding had ‘an out of hours’ trip in 
Apedale – down the Brassy workings.

Wednesday 18th June – SRT training at 
Snailbeach
 With Mike Davies, Steve Holding and one trainee.

Tuesday 24th June – Calcot walk
 Lead by Mike Shaw – a number entered the Calcot 

adit and noted the water level much lower than 
previous trips. Underground pictures taken have 
subsequently been on display in the area.

Wednesday 25th June – Snailbeach
 With Richard Silk and Andy Wood.

Monday 30th June – Cwmystwyth
 With Steve Holding, Joe North, Alan & Vicky 

Robinson and Andy Wood. Alternative descent 
route in Rosa level investigated then a Crossroads 
adit through trip.

Andy Wood in the main stope at 
Calcot mine looking down to the 
lower level.

View from the main stope at Calcot 
mine looking up a ‘rubbish’ slope to 
surface - the land owners would like 
to have the rubbish removed.

View from the main stope at Calcot 
mine through timbering to the lower 
level.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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A High Level Narrow Gauge Line in the Pyrenées
Andy Wood

The deep valleys of the French 
Pyrenées have a long history of iron 
making. Signifi cant deposits of iron 
ore in the mountains plus forests to 
supply charcoal gave rise to local 
iron making from very early times. 
The advent of the romans gave rise 
to proper mining, rather than surface 
scratchings, with smelting on site.

The industrial revolution changed the 
scale of operations with water power 
from the rivers and coal or coke as 
fuel. To feed the appetite of these 
furnaces, more and bigger iron ore 
mines were developed high up on the 
massif du Canigou in the south east 
Pyrenées.

A series of mines were worked 
between 1,200m and 1,600m right 
through until the closure of the 
Batère mine in1987. To get the ore 
down to the smelters in the valley, 
aerial ropeways were built at the turn 
of the 20th century.

One of these ran from Batère to 
Arles-sur-Tech and another ran 
down towards Amélie-les-Bains 
in the valley. The latter was fed by 
a 12.5km steam powered narrow 
gauge railway put into operation in 
1907. It ran around the mountains 
from Rapaloum to the top station of 
the ropeway at Col de Formentera, 
where a calciner was located. The 
maximum recorded tonnage was 
40,000 per year.

Several of the mine sites along 
this line have interesting remains 
although some are now quite well 
hidden in the forestry. Unfortunately, 
in the time I had available, I was 
unable to pursue all these but I did 
walk a stretch of the railway to 
the Formentera ropeway station. 
Building the trackway must have 
been one hell of a construction job 
with several tunnels being necessary. 
The railway is now being preserved 
as a footpath.

The mines de la Pinouse were 
situated in the village of Valmanya, 
which was a centre of the local 
resistance during the war. Once 
discovered, the Germans burnt the 
place down so all that remains are 
stone shells of the buildings.

Regrettably, the weather was not 
kind to me as there was a lot of mist 
and cloud tending to obscure the 
most magnifi cent views.

You can fi nd out more on:

www.patrimoine-minier.fr/mines_
canigou/index.html

Above: The remains at Formentera station on the Col de Formentera.
Below: Formentera station looking along the track bed.

Above: A curious set of metal steps 
set into a wall alongside the track - 
could it be a ‘mounting platform’ for 
the loco?
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Above: A calciner visible from the track bed.

Above: One of the tunnels on the track.

Below: View along the track bed through the woods.

Above: A buried rail.

Below: A  part of a fi shplate (?)

A High Level Narrow Gauge Line in the Pyrenées
Continued ...

All pictures: Andy Wood
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The New Crofton Co-op 
Colliery Ltd. has just 

received planning 
approval (July 
2014).

The company is a ‘co-operative’ of 
individuals, many of whom will be 
working at the mine. At an exhibition 
in August 2013 the company 
displayed its proposals and took 
comments on the proposal to that 
date. If you visit the Progress page 
of the company’s website (www.
newcroftoncoopcolliery.co.uk/the-
mine/project-progress/) you will be 
able to see how things are going.

The colliery site is on the area of 
coal sterilised by the former Anglers 
Coal Disposal Point, adjacent to the 
main Wakefi eld-Doncaster railway 
line, where coal was blended from 
various local opencast sites and then 
loaded into trains or road wagons.

It is intended that two drifts will 
be constructed, as soon as fi nal 
approvals are obtained and capital 
is raised for the mine infrastructure. 
It is proposed to mine by pillar and 

stall methods using the most up-
to-date equipment such as the Joy 
14CM Miner. Company literature 
says that up to 50 persons will be 
employed producing up to 6,000 tons 
per week for over 20 years. See the 
Company website for full details.
(Note: Madeley Wood Colliery 
produced 5,000 tons per week from 
750 men in the 1950s!)

The writer remembers the site when 
it was loading coal mainly from the 
large 2.2 million tonne Anglers Site 
(1975-82) and more recently the 
smaller Nostell and Moorhouse Sites. 
These sites have now been restored 
to agriculture and the large lake-
based Anglers Country Park (the lake 
is 60 acres and 3.5m deep).

New UK Underground Coal Mine 
Ivor Brown

Note:
When IJB arrived in West Yorkshire 
in 1977 the planning department 
“controlled” 30 active NCB deep 
mines, 4 private coal and clay drift 
mines (2 new NCB mines opened 
later), 5 opencast coal sites and 5 
free-standing coal disposal sites (2 
canal staithes, 2 railway wharfs, 1 
road only). Also 70 quarries, clay 
and sand pits, and 7 brick and pipe 
works.

When he left West Yorkshire in 1991, 
only 6 mines and 5 opencast sites 
remained, plus a declining number of 
other mineral sites, although by this 
time waste disposal sites and salvage 
yards had been added to planning 
‘control’.

Right: Circulated job application form 
from New Crofton Co-op Colliery.

Left: A Joy 14 Continuous 
Miner that is scheduled to 
operate at New Crofton Co-
op Colliery.

(Joy 14CM Sales Brochure)
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It had not been possible to organise 
a dig in April, for various reasons, 
so the May visit was mainly a 
preparation for the summer.

The team was Peter Eggleston, 
Edwin Thorpe and David Adams, 
later joined by David Poyner and Ian 
Cooper.

The job was to remove the frost 
covers from Site One (Winding 
engine site), remove accumulated 
leaves and tidy the site for any 
summer visitors and D.A’s Annual 
Walk in June. The weather was 
good and the work completed; the 
secondary sites were not visited and 
no excavation work was undertaken. 

It was agreed that little more could 
be gained from keeping open 
Site One it being fully drawn up 
photographed and recorded, thus it 
would be backfi lled in the Autumn, 
some special artefacts being retained 
and the rest carefully packed and 
buried within the engine house where 
they would be available for any 
future investigators.

Pitchcroft Report - 18th May 2014
David Adams

Pitchcroft winding engine site (Site One) with the winter frost covers in place.

Right: Peter Eggleston in the deep 
excavation at the end of the long 
brick culvert or fl ue on the ‘pumping’ 
engine house site (Site Two) at 
Pitchcroft.

Right: The deep excavation at the 
end of the long brick culvert or fl ue 
(with a black and white cm scale stick 
on one of the bricks).

It appears to have had a door or 
stopping some sort at this end.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings

This whole feature has caused 
some heated discussions as to 
its purpose. It drops gradually 
over it’s length and effectively 
curves around the shaft area. 
It starts with an upward curved 
section near a round feature 
that may have been a chimney 
or boiler base.

Was it a drainage channel from 
a boiler - but to where?

Was it a ventilation drift for the 
mine, possibly connected to 
a chimney at the other end? - 
but where did it connect to the 
workings?

Was it a means of increasing 
the draft to a chimney (again at 
the other end)?

Any suggestions?
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Movement at Old Grit

A number of Club members who 
have been walking in the Grit area 
of Shelve over the summer have 
commented on the opening up of 
various shafts.

The largest crown hole so far is at 
Old Grit where the ‘Bye’ pit (sunk 
to the Rider vein) appears to be 
slipping.

A few years ago there was no sign 
of the shaft, other than a shallow 
depression, but something has 
obviously given way and it is now a 
very dangerous crown hole.

Luckily the site has been well 
fenced, but even while you stand 
there you can see parts of the edge 
occasionally dropping. Nothing 
seems to have changed at the nearby 
Old Grit pumping engine shaft.

Rider Shaft
A short distance away, beside Rider 
shaft (which was sunk on the inter-
section of Engine Vein and Rider 
Vein) someone has excavated a large 
surface trench - presumably for 
hardcore. This is near the footpath 
and it is not fenced, so be careful if 
walking up from White Grit along 
the Rider Vein (past the powder 
magazine, Blue Pit and through the 
woods) as you will approach the 
cuttings from the top.

Ladywood
Clearance of the forestry near 
Ladywood mine is well underway 
and once the operations have ceased 
it is hoped to visit the area and check 
for newly revealed shafts.

There are a number of known deep 
shafts in this area and it is to be 
hoped that the Forestry team will 
fence them after the tree felling as 
they are very near footpaths.

However, Club members who have 
spoken to some of the Forestry 
workers discovered that they were 
not particularly aware of mine shafts 
in the woods, despite there being 
warning signs at the entrance to the 
woods!

Above: The crown hole at ‘Bye’ Pit, near Old Grit engine house, as it 
appeared in March 2014.

Below: The ‘Bye’ Pit crown hole with the nearby Old Grit engine house in the 
background.                                                 (Pictures: Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)

Below: Nick Southwick beside the fenced Rider Shaft - the remains of the 
bob wall are visible hanging over the shaft.
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Scheme for potential mining 
lecturers each year (the only college 
in Britain to do so). He applied and 
was successful.

The course consisted of six months 
in college and 3 months teaching 
practice (half a normal lecturers load 
of 24 hours class contact per week, 
nominally under supervision). This 
period was spent at Cannock Mining 
College and Wigan Mining College, 
then Britain’s biggest but with a 
rapidly dwindling student roll – it 
had just lost its own Mining Diploma 
Course. A post was then found at 
Worksop College at which he did his 
“probationary year” on full teaching 
load.

In September 1964 the writer then 
took up a post as a full lecturer at 
Doncaster, Britain’s largest and 
fast growing technical college. The 
Mining Department had a full range 
of mining courses and employed 
about 20 lecturers in “straight 
mining” as well as specialists in 
geology, surveying, mechanical and 
electrical engineering. The courses 
following the NCB Ladder Plan 
(Fig.2).

After one year (May 1965) the 
Mining Department moved to 
a purpose built college block in 

Waterdale, 
Doncaster – this 
was probably the 
last large mining 
department 
building opened 
in Britain. As 
can be seen from 
the plan (Fig.3) 
the principal 
subjects 
taught each 
had a separate 
room, geology, 
surveying, 
mining 
laboratories, 
gas testing 
chambers, 
shotfi ring 
gallery, 
hydraulics 

laboratory, coal preparation and 
testing and workshops. All that was 
missing was the “underground” 
haulage, surveying and ventilation 
layout found at the older mining 
colleges. In post Nationalisation days 
facilities for this work were provided 
in special areas at the larger NCB 
pits (for Birmingham University 
Underground Galleries see ‘Below’ 
1996.3).

Lecturers were contracted for 24 
hours “class contact” and 6 hours 
‘departmental duties’ per week (this 
included time for preparation and 
marking – although it never covered 
it, and for general organisation and 
administration)(Fig.4). Any contact 
above 24 hours was counted as 
‘overtime’, but when the weekly 
hours fell below this, due to 
examinations, courses fi nishing early 
or short courses not following in 
close succession etc. the lost hours 
were deducted from the overtime on 
an annual basis. This was a major 
bone of contention for lecturers who 
worked fl at out for long periods, only 
to lose all the benefi ts at the end of 
the year.

The College ran a number of courses 
for specialists such as overmen and 
deputies (including shotfi rers), which 
also included refresher courses, as 
by law all had to re-take certain parts 
of their exams at intervals in order 
to keep their jobs. The exams had 
to be conducted by lecturers who 
held “Colliery Managers tickets” on 
Saturday mornings in the college 
galleries.

Other specialist courses included 
those for Ventilation Offi cers, Coal 
Preparation Plant Attendants and 
Rescue Station Offi cers. The latter 
training was actually undertaken by 
a college lecturer at the Doncaster 
Central Rescue Station. This was 
done by the writer.

Doncaster had one of Britain’s “full 
time stations” which had a full 
complement of about 6 specially 
trained men on site at all times in 
readiness for an emergency. These 

After Mining in Shropshire
Ivor Brown

Figure 1: Walker Technical College Mining Lecturer 
Advertisement, 1954

The following notes give a fl avour 
of what happened to one Shropshire 
miner when the last NCB mines 
started to close in the County.

In 1962 after over 10 years at 
Madeley Wood Colliery, it was 
obvious to the writer that all future 
senior management vacancies at 
Shropshire mines would be fi lled by 
transferring experienced men from 
closing coalfi elds, particularly the 
north-east. The writer’s request for 
a transfer to a long-life coalfi eld had 
already been turned down for that 
reason. However, he had passed his 
25th birthday which meant he was 
now free from National Service 
commitments and was free to move 
anywhere. So the fourth generation 
of Browns at Madeley Wood Colliery 
had decided to leave, leaving his 
father still there after nearly 50 years 
service, but unknown to him, he was 
about to be made redundant before 
he reached his 52nd year when the pit 
closed.

Some years earlier the writer had 
seen an advertisement for a mining 
lecturer post at Walker Technical 
College, Shropshire (Fig.1), this had 
given him an idea. He was aware 
that Bolton College, part of the 
University of Manchester offered 
seven places in a Government 
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Figure 2

Figure 3

After Mining in Shropshire
Continued ...
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men were kept busy maintaining 
equipment at the station and at 
the pits, training men from the 
mines in their area, in practices 
and in studying for a special 
“Superintendents Certifi cate” as well 
as being on call for any emergency 
that arose. The writer’s lectures were 
occasionally interrupted by a mass 
exodus of students when ever they 
got called out!

Lecturers were also expected 
to put on short evening courses 
in topical subjects. In the mid-
1960s those included post Aberfan 
Disaster geotechnical courses 
on waste tips for inspectors and 
managers, courses on shotfi ring for 
contractors and quarrymen, and the 
“Industrial Archaeology of Peak 
District Mining”, the latter two were 
organised by the writer.

Lecturers also had to keep up-to-date 
by attending Mining Institute lectures 
(both of national and local societies) 
and by accompanying students on 
visits underground. The College 
also organised fi eld weeks for senior 
students to cover geology, surveying 
and mining techniques (usually 
in Derbyshire of the Northern 
Pennines).

In the mid-1960s the fi rst major 
pit closure programme began (3 
out of 4 NCB pits in Shropshire 
closed). The coal mining industry 
was competing with gas and oil by 
cutting costs, using modernisation 
and mechanisation, but while this 
increased the demand for training 
it reduced manpower so for student 
numbers there was always a cloud on 
the horizon.

To combat this Doncaster College 
was in discussions with other mining 
employers and with opencast coal 
and quarrying industries. It was 
decided to run a non-NCB Quarrying 
Diploma Course alongside the 
present Mining Diploma Course 
and the writer was given the task of 
preparing a syllabus for it.

There had always been a few 

After Mining in Shropshire
Continued ...

Photo 1: Part of the newly built Doncaster College Mining Block, 1965.

Photo 2: Students from Wimpey Quarries and Nettleton Ironstone Mine 
in the Shotfi ring Gallery, Doncaster College Mining Department, 1967/68. 
Lecturer IJB on the right.

students from the ironstone mining 
industry (the writer had been the 
tutor for these) and had contacts with 
their employers, such as the United 
Steel Company’s Ore Mining Branch 
and Stewart and Lloyds (Minerals 
Branch). In consequence he was 
given the task of organising the 
course and recruiting students for the 
following year 1967/68.

Note 1
It is interesting to note that from 
1963 – 1966 the Principal of 
Doncaster College was W.Lomax. 
Mr. Lomax had been trained at the 
Wigan College in mining and had got 

his fi rst lecturing post at the Walker 
Technical College, Shropshire on 
the 1930s. Each time he met the 
writer he asked “how are things in 
Shropshire now?” Fortunately from 
contacts in the SMC and relatives in 
the area he usually knew the answer 
(see ‘Below’ Spring 1997).

Note 2
The Mining Department Block at 
Doncaster College has recently been 
demolished to await re-development.

All images: IJB Collection
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Figure 4: Doncaster Technical College - Waterdale Phase IV fl oor plans

After Mining in Shropshire
Continued ...
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What the Papers Said - “Wellington Journal” 1858
submitted by Ivor Brown

Magistrates Office, Tuesday last before St. 
J.C.Charlton, Esq., and T.C.Eyton, Esq. 

Neglect of Work – Zillah Highley, Mary Pearce, 
Hannah Pearce, Sophia Matthews, Margaret 
Portsmouth, Mary Lewis, Mary France and Mary 
Whitehouse were charged by Mr. Adam Powell, 
charter master under the Coalbrookdale Company 
with neglecting their work on the 17th instant, 
contrary to their engagements.

Th e fault was admitted by all the girls but one who 
pleaded illness. Th e prosecutor stated that a fortnight’s 
notice was expected previous to any employé leaving 
their service; and that the consequence of the 
defendant’s absence about twenty men employed 
in the pit were compelled to lose three-quarters of 
a day, as well as the horses employed in the pit, to 
the number of four.

Mr. Thomas Wilkes, manager of the mining 
department of the Coalbrookdale Company in the 

parish of Dawley, stated that in consequence of this 
absence the company had suff ered considerable loss; 
and further stated that the girls had, when spoken 
to on the subject, been excessively insolent as they 
thought that returning to work on the following day 
would prevent the power of prosecution.

Mary Pearce was discharged, and Sophia Pearce, 
Mary Lewis and Hannah Pearce were committed to 
gaol for 14 days; the remaining four were fi ned with 
costs, 10s. 6d. each to be deducted from their wages.

24 December 1858

ABSENT FROM WORK
Joseph Jones a collier boy about 10 years old was 
charged by his master George Cotton, a chartermaster 
at Wombridge with absenting himself from work on 
the 27th Nov., by which 5 men had been compelled 
to lose their time, and then caused loss to their 
employer. Th e boy was ordered to return to work 
and pay 10s. costs.

November 1858

WELLINGTON

Comment by IJB:
Seems unfair that the girls got 14 days in prison for being absent, a boy gets ordered to 
return, the costs remain the same!

Photo 3: Doncaster College Mining lecturers August 1968 (missing from the picture is 
H.Tootall and P.Littlewood).

(IJB Collection)

After Mining in Shropshire
Continued ...
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June 3rd
The fi rst of this years walks on 3rd 
June saw about half a dozen meet at 
Bog to scratch at the surface of the 
ropeway terminus to see how much 
remained and compare that with 
photographs of the terminus in action 
c1920 and of the foundations still 
exposed c1970.

Two corners of the pit in which the 
drive and return wheels were placed 
were located as were the positions of 
the four concrete foundation strips 
for the steelwork which supported 
the rope and the mono rail which 
surrounded a bunker from which 
buckets were loaded. Also found 
were the remains of eight holding 
down bolts for the above steel 
frames. There was neither time nor 
equipment to excavate forward of 
these to see where the horizontal 
return sheave and tensioning weights 
were, it is hoped to use a machine to 
open up both this area and the pit to 
establish more about the system and 
its working and perhaps to establish 
whether an axle now lying outside 
the visitor centre could have been the 
one which ran between the drive and 
return wheels. Thirty metres north 
two bolts of the fi rst pylon were 
found.

At the time of writing permission 
had been given for to dig and a JCB 
and driver identifi ed but funding had 
yet to be sorted. We retired to the 
Stiperstones Inn. Between writing 
and publication matters have moved 
on and some digging has been done, 
a fuller report will be published in 
due course.

June 10th
Andy Wood sorted out permission 
to visit Rorrington mine site on 
10th June. The remains are all in 
dense woodland and were at this 
season somewhat overgrown but  
the key features were located and 
examined and state of the art GPS 
technology used to update the grid 
references for these (see next issue 
of ‘Below’). The party visited the 
Miner’s Arms at Priest Weston to try 
and locate (and try again to obtain 
it for the archives) the map which 

had famously hung on the walls for 
many years. The pub has changed 
hands and everything off the walls 
has gone, hopefully no further than a 
container on the site. There should be 
no problem except catching up with 
a keyholder. Despite the visit being 
to look for the map, beer and pork 
scathing were consumed. Our thanks 
go to the Rorrington Estate.

June 24th
Last year saw an aborted visit to 
Calcot mine, this year the 24th 
June saw that redeemed, though not 
without logistical problems with 
an email having the wrong address 
and a reply assumed to be from the 
owner proving not to be. However all 
was well and the seven of us fi nally 
made contact with Mr and Mrs 
Wallace who showed great interest in 
our proceedings.

Two adits are known in the valley 
the eastern one being run in and 
only represented by its spoil run, the 
western adit is open for ~10 metres 
then a stope descends 20 metres from 
which workings head for unknown 
distance east and west. At some stage 
the eastern of these met stoping to 
the surface, open on the hill above 
but choked with some dubious 
rubbish (see pictures on page 5) 
which the club have offered to assist 
in removing. The horizontal part of 
the workings were entered by some 
of the party.

Guided by Mrs W the site of what 
appears to be a boarded over shaft 
was found, this could be related to 
the workings from the adit. There is 
a reservoir by the adit which, if it is 
mine related has been reconstructed 
at least twice since the mine closed. 

Tuesday Walks 2014
Mike Shaw

Above: SCMC members, Peter 
Eggleston, Steve Holding, 
Mike Shaw, and Andy Wood 
investigating the terminus station 
of the Bog ropeway on June 
3rd - the Bog School is in the 
background. 

Right: Steve Holding, Andy Wood, 
Ian Cooper, and Peter Eggleston 
investigating the Bog ropeway 
terminus. Metric surveyors staff, 
nearest end on 1st bolt, white 
arrows mark other bolt positions.

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)
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Spoil was noted in the path down the 
valley and more apparently exists 
near the house.

The suggested remains of other 
trials were not sought (a winter 
job) neither were the remains of the 
building mentioned in Account 22 
noted. Updated grid References for 
the various locations will appear 
in the next issue. Our thanks to the 
Wallaces for welcoming us despite 
the email seeking permission to visit 
not arriving.

A further visit to the Miner’s Arms 
was made, still no map!

Since these visits to the Miner’s 
Arms AW has called several times 
and fi nally obtained access to 
the container which regrettably 
contained neither the map nor books 
that he had lent to the previous 
publican. As the map is thought to 
possibly the one annotated by T F C 
Hall to accompany his report on the 
Shropshire Mining District in 1919 
its loss could be signifi cant, however 
at least one good photograph of the 
map was obtained some time ago so 
the information is not lost. 

July 1st
The 1st  of July saw a visit to the 
area round Snailbeach football 
ground.  A magazine article sourced 
by David Poyner revealed that the 
Bog ropeway did not, as assumed 
have an angle station to change 
direction near Snailbeach, but used a 
patent method of changing direction 
by about 1 degree at each of 7 
pylons. In view of this it was decided 

to revisit our survey of 2003 to see 
if evidence for this could be found 
on the ground. Unfortunately only 
two and a half sets of bases remain 
in situ of the seven so little could be 
certainly established. Very few bases 
remain between there and Malehurst 
making it diffi cult to plot a really 
accurate line from that end. The 
one bonus of the evening was that 
a set of bases was found which was 
missed in 2003. 

July 8th
On 8th July six visited Gatten mine 
and surveyed the surface remains 
which consisted of a capped shaft 
with the supports for a winding 
drum, a foundation described as 
being of a compressor house with 
a base for a cylindrical tank, which 
could have been a fuel tank or a 
compressed air reservoir, a small 
building foundation  previously 
thought to have been an earlier 
capped inclined shaft and a small 
magazine with an adjacent even 
smaller detonator store.

There were suffi cient openings in 
the reinforced 
concrete slab cap 
to the main shaft 
to enable cameras 
to photograph 
below it and 
note a level just 
below the surface 
heading north east, 
a 1948 Malehurst 
Barytes Co plan 
produced by 
Nick Southwick 
indicating that 

this level turned and entered an 
infi lled, earlier stope. There was no 
sign of a headframe or an engine 
base suggesting the possibility that 
a portable engine was used and that 
ore may have been taken out via the 
level into the stope.

A fence enclosed either an open 
stope or the actual position of the 
‘inclined’ shaft (the section on the 
plan however indicating a shaft 
which was just not vertical rather 
than a true inclined shaft). The 
‘hole’ has been used as a tip quite 
recently much to the regret of the site 
owner. The rest of the site showed 
signifi cant signs of the earlier 
workings with a considerable length 
of partially fi lled stoping which 
extended into the woodland on the 
opposite side of the road, though 
as this was heavily overgrown little 
could be established, the former shaft 
in that location was not visible. 

Thanks are due to Mrs Sykes the site 
owner and Dimiti Harrison her agent 
who negotiated permission for the 
visit. 

Above: Concrete foundations for an air receiver or fuel 
tank beside the steps into the possible winding engine 
house (or compressor house) for New Shaft at Gatten 
barytes mine. [1m surveyors pole]. 

Left: Andy Wood and Nick Southwick by the remains 
of the newly discovered Bog ropeway wooden pylon or 
trestle on a rise in a fi eld near the Snailbeach football 
pitch. Looking towards the Stiperstones and The Bog.

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)

Tuesday Walks 2014
Continued ...
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Tuesday Walks 2014
Continued ...

Left: Concrete shaft cap and possible headframe 
supports at “New” shaft, Gatten. Mike Shaw looking 
at the cap.

[1m surveyors pole by headframe support]

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)

Right: Concrete shaft cap and possible 
headframe supports at “New” shaft, Gatten.

Peter Eggleston is attempting to plumb the 
shaft with a tape measure. 

The fenced area in the background is “Old 
Inclined” shaft.

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)

Left: View down “New” shaft, Gatten, 
(through a hole in the concrete cap) 
showing an adit in the side of shaft 
and some shaft furniture. Old Club 
reports indicated members were able 
to access this adit in the 1960s.

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)

Right: Nick Southwick measuring the 
explosives magazine and detonator store 
at Gatten barytes mine, Shropshire.

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)
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In 1856 some opencast iron ore 
mines opened high up on the western 
edge of Rosedale in the North 
Yorkshire moors with underground 
working soon to follow. To ease the 
transport of large quantities of ore 
from the mines to the furnaces of 
the North East, a railway was then 
built for 14 miles across the moors 
to Battersby junction. It incorporated 
a 1,430 yds long incline to lower the 
trucks the nearly 600ft down to the 
Battersby level.

The success of these western 
deposits caused attention to be given 
to the east side of the valley and the 
East mines opened in 1864 with an 
extension of the railway around the 
head of the valley to link these to the 
Rosedale branch line. At an altitude 
of nearly 1,400 ft on bleak moorland, 
winter weather conditions created 
major diffi culties. When I was there, 
there was little snow but the biting 
wind at near freezing temperatures 
gave some idea of what working 
conditions must have been like.

Having climbed up from Rosedale 
Abbey, our walk passed Bell Top in 
Northdale where a 3ft narrow gauge 
line had serviced iron ore and quarry 
workings in the 1870s. We walked 
along the track bed and through 
some woods to reach the manager’s 
house and railway depot at the end of 
the eastern branch of the main line. 
Most of the buildings have collapsed 
apart from one goods shed now used 
as a farm building.

The track bed around Rosedale is 
now a permissive path so we set off 
to tour Rosedale. To remove a host 
of impurities in the ore and hence 
reduce the transport costs two huge 
sets of calcining kilns were built. 

The fi rst group, known as the ‘stone 
kilns’ consisted of four kilns, each 
with four discharge arches – and as 
the name indicates - they were built 
in stone. The ore was burnt with coal 
brought in by rail to remove water, 
carbonates etc. and the ashes left 
over formed a large spoil heap below 
these kilns. In the 1920s, it became 

A Winter Walk on the Rosedale Railway
Andy Wood

Rosedale East Mines in the 1920s.         (A.Wood Collection)

The Goods shed - still in use as a farm building.                (Andy Wood)

The iron fronted north kilns.                     (Andy Wood)
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possible to process almost 250,000 
tons of this waste and it was removed 
by hauling it up an incline to the 
railway. 

A chimney still standing above these 
kilns was nothing to do with them 
but was a ventilation chimney for 
the drift mine whose adit ran close 
by. Mine workings ran up to three 
miles into the hillside extracting up 
to 500,000 tons of iron ore a year at 
their peak in the 1870s. 

A little further along the line stand 
the remains of three massive 
calcining kilns that were made of 
iron supported on timber frames. 
Above these kilns are the remains 
of workshops and cottages and 
another collapsed mine entrance lies 
alongside them. 

Passing a railwaymen’s hut, the route 
passes over substantial embankments 
and through cuttings around the 
head of the dale. A high brick wall 
is all that remains of a water tower 
for the locomotives with the remote 
Lion Inn showing on the skyline. 
By the time we had reached Blakey 
junction, where the trains headed 
over the ridge towards the Ingleby 
incline, we had had enough of the 
severe cold and instead of continuing 
all the way down the western branch 
to Bank Top above Rosedale Abbey, 
we dropped down into the valley 
to get out of the wind. The mines 
eventually closed in 1926 and the 
track was removed by mid 1929. 

Drift mine ventilation chimney.
(Andy Wood)

Railwayman’s hut.
(Andy Wood)

Spoil heap.
(Andy Wood)

Remains of a water tower, 
with the Lion Inn on the 
horizon.

(Andy Wood)

Below: Rosedale East 
mines – south stone kilns.

(Andy Wood)

A Winter Walk on the Rosedale Railway
Continued ...
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CAR Mine Collapse
At least 25 people have died in a 
gold mine collapse in the Central 
African Republic.

The mine, near the city of Bambari, 
is controlled by mainly Muslim 
Seleka rebels who are operating it 
illegally. Government offi cials in the 
capital, Bangui, said the mine did not 
follow regulations.

The CAR has been torn by fi ghting 
between the Seleka and Christian 
militia, known as anti-Balaka, for 
over a year.

A collapse at the same mine in the 
town of Ndassima last year killed 
dozens.

Thousands of people began 
exploiting the mine illegally after its 
owner, Canada’s Axmin, shut it down 
in 2012 because of security concerns.

BBC News Reports, 23 August 2014

Coin Hoard
A precious hoard of Roman and Late 
Iron Age coins has been discovered 
in a cave in Reynard’s Cave and 
Kitchen in Dovedale, Derbyshire.

The treasure trove was initially 
unearthed by a member of the public, 
who stumbled across four coins 
in the cave. The discovery then 
prompted a full-scale excavation of 
the site.

Archaeologists discovered 26 coins, 
including three Roman coins which 
pre-date the invasion of Britain in 
AD 43, and 20 other gold and silver 
pieces which are Late Iron Age and 
thought to belong to the Corieltavi 
tribe.

Experts say it is the fi rst time coins 
from these two separate civilisations 
have been buried together. It is 
believed that the coins would suggest 
a serious amount of wealth and 
power of the individual who owned 
them, as they were used more as a 
symbol of power and status during 
the Late Iron Age, rather than for 
buying and selling staple foods and 
supplies.

The coins have been cleaned by 
conservation specialists at the British 
Museum and University College 
London and will go on permanent 
display at Buxton Museum later this 
year.

The largest hoard of Iron Age gold 
and silver coins ever found in Britain 
was discovered by an amateur 
archaeologist in 2000 near Hallaton 
in Leicestershire, although this 
discovery does not quite match that 
at Hallaton.

News Reports, 7 July 2014

Potash Plans Changed
The company behind proposals for a 
new potash mine in North Yorkshire 
has scaled back its plans.

Sirius Minerals withdrew its 
planning application for a mine near 
Whitby in 2013 to allow time for 
environmental impact reports to be 
held. The company is working on a 
revised plan and a new transportation 
method to transfer the mineral to 
Teesside to reduce the amount of 
above-ground construction needed.

Sirius had initially planned to 
transport the raw mineral in an 
underground pipeline in slurry 
form. It is now proposing to use an 
underground conveyor belt system.

News Reports, 26 June 2014

Explosive End for 
Maltby Winding ‘Tower’
The 256ft (78m) high winding tower 
at Maltby Colliery near Rotherham, 
South Yorkshire was blown-up on 
the 17th July (2014) marking the end 
of mining at the site.

The pit was in operation for more 
than a century but closed last year 
after owners Hargreaves Services 
said that they had encountered 
serious geological and safety 
problems. Initially they planned to 
mothball the pit, but fi nally decided 
that it was no longer fi nancially 
viable.

Hargreaves Services acquired 
Maltby Colliery from UK Coal plc in 
February 2007.

BBC News, 17 July 2014

Yorkshire Industrial Heritage Route Unveiled
The three sites have been named 
as “anchor points” or “sites of 
exceptional historical importance”.

Wentworth Woodhouse and 
Wentworth Castle Gardens are also 
included.

The unveiling of the new European 
Route of Industrial Heritage (ERIH), 
one of 15 across the continent, will 

be marked by a 1913 Simplex car 
travelling from Kelham Island to 
Elsecar.

According to the ERIH website, 
anchor points are “sites of 
exceptional historical importance in 
terms of industrial heritage which 
also offer a high quality visitor 
experience”.

News Reports, 20 August 2014

An industrial heritage trail linking 
fi ve sites across South and West 
Yorkshire has been unveiled.

The “Makers, Miners and Money” 
route includes Sheffi eld’s Kelham 
Island Museum, the Elsecar Heritage 
Centre, in Barnsley (with it’s 
Newcomen beam pumping engine of 
Elsecar Colliery), and the National 
Coal Mining Museum in Wakefi eld.

Giant Sink-hole Grows
The giant sinkhole that has opened 
up on farmland at Cowshill near 
Bishop Auckland in County Durham 
has continued to cause increasing 
concern as it gets bigger!

At the time of writing the collapse 
into an old lead mine was 110ft 
(35m) wide and 200ft (60m) deep.

The hole has appeared about 260ft 
(80m) from the home of landowner 
Mr John Henby, (71). A stone two-
storey former mine manager’s house 
built in the 1870s. 

The collapse was discovered by 
his partner Sam Hillyard, 39, while 
she was out shooting rabbits. Their 
main concern is to stop sheep and 
sightseers falling in. Durham County 
Council has closed a nearby footpath 
because of the risks.

BBC News Reports 25 August 2104

News Round-Up 3
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New Books

Published 2014 by the author. ISBN 978-1-909644-17-5. 
288 pages plus map, colour photos throughout wherever 
possible.

Tom was warden of the Stiperstones National Nature 
Reserve from 1986 to his retirement in 2010. He 
was also heavily involved in the two volumes of oral 
reminiscences entitled “Never on a Sunday” and “Once 
upon a Hill” published in 2010 and 2011 respectively.

This volume deals with the background to the above 
volumes, the legends, literature, wildlife, geology, 
mining, transport, nature conservation and land-use 
history. There are also about 40 pages of useful “Notes 
and Sources of further information”. It is really an 
encyclopaedia on the Hill.

The book also contains many references to the Club 
and the Shropshire Mines Trust and their work both on 
surface and underground. A number of Club members 
are referred to in person.

It is a splendid piece of work, well worth a place on 
the shelf of all interested in Snailbeach Mines and the 
locality.

Ivor Brown

Price: £22.75 (inc. p&p). Copies can be ordered from:
Tom Wall, 18 Kempton, Lydbury North, Shropshire, SY7 
0JG

Make cheques payable to Tom Wall 
To check the details email: walltom@hotmail.co.uk

The Singular Stiperstones by Tom Wall

Book Cover picture from a watercolour by Fred Hollands

British Mining No 97 The Malham Mines
of Malham and fi nd that many 
interpretations could be revised and 
others greatly enhanced.

As well as showing that land and 
mineral ownership was more 
complex than originally thought, 
they discuss the geological context 
of the mines, and have established 
a more reliable chronology for 
signifi cant developments such as the 
smelt mills and calamine houses. 
They also show that most miners 
were recruited from established 
lead mining areas in Wharfedale 
and Littondale, with some colliers 
coming from Ingleton. Biographical 
details of over 50 men and boys who 
worked at the mines over a period of 
sixty years are given and areas for 
future research are identifi ed.

Price: £12.00 + P&P
Mike Moore

By Mike Gill and Mike Squirrell, 
SB, A5 103pp Copiously illustrated 
with photographs, maps, plans and 
tables.

Although Malham will spring 
to most minds as being a tourist 
honeypot in a farming area, in the 
midst of some of Yorkshire’s most 
spectacular landscape, for around 
200 years it also hosted a small 
mining community.

Since George Kelsall published 
Arthur Raistrick’s ‘Mines and 
Miners on Malham Moor’, thirty 
years ago, detailed histories of 
mining in surrounding parishes 
have been published in the British 
Mining series, but Malham remained 
untouched. In recent years, however, 
more material has become available 
and this has enabled the authors 
to re-examine our understanding 

North Staffordshire 
Collieries on the Hill 

North of Chell
(Stoke on-Trent)

By Alan Baker, SB, 64 pages. 
275x215mm. Printed on gloss art 
paper, perfect bound with laminated 
covers.

Being a short history of the mines 
and railways at Chell, Turnhurst, 
Oxford, Wedgwood and Newchapel, 
situated at the northernmost 
extremity of the North Staffordshire 
Coalfi eld.

Price: £7.50  + P&P

Available from Mike Moore at Club 
meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk
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Books and Videos

DRAKELOW

full details available at:
www.iarecordings.org

WARTIME SHADOW FACTORY TO GOVERNMENT NUCLEAR BUNKER

The Lead, Copper & 
Barytes Mines of Shropshire
By Michael Shaw, Logaston press.

While SCMC publications have often 
carried articles about the various 
mines covered by this book, there 
has long been a need to try and pull 
everything together into a coherent 
publication. In this aim Mike Shaw 
has been very successful.

He has spent years researching 
records and books, talking to 
surviving miners, members of their 
families, SCMC members and 
tracking down documents and the 
sites of numerous mines - many of 
which only lasted a year or two!

The fi rst few chapters cover the 
early mining history of Shropshire, 
the products and processes, before 
delving off into the different mining 
areas and covering the mines in more 
detail, so it will have general appeal.

There are plenty of interesting 
snippets and facts to keep 
‘enthusiasts’ engaged. This excellent 
publication is a must for anyone 
interested in Shropshire’s mining 
history.

ISBN: 978-906663-09-4
Softback, 320 pages, over 200 b&w 
photographs, drawings and plans.
Price £12.95.

Available from Mike Moore at Club 
meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

Deep in the sandstone hill at 
Drakelow near Kidderminster, 5km 
of tunnels were dug in 1942 to house 
a hidden factory.

The Rover Company was building 
parts for radial aero engines and its 
plants in Birmingham and Coventry 
were very vulnerable to air raids. 
Over 26,000 square metres of 
underground fl oor space housed 
machine tools, heat treatment gear, 
laboratories, store rooms, offi ces, a 
canteen, a dining room and games 
rooms.

In the 1960s the threat was 
different - the cold war. Drakelow 
was refurbished as a Regional 
Seat of Government - a nuclear 
bunker designed to help control the 
population of the Midlands in the 
aftermath of holocaust.

It had its own independent water 
supply, generator, air conditioning 
and air fi lters. There were male and 
female dormitories, a sick bay with 
operating theatre, offi ces and BBC 
radio studios. This role lasted in 
various forms until 1993, when the 
site was removed from the secret list 
and sold off.

This recording was made before the 
scrapmen removed a lot of the metal 
work and destruction of parts of the 
old Rover factory, not to mention 
the attempted use of the site to grow 
drugs!

It shows an exploration of the whole 
complex, starting in the Rover 
factory area with remains such 
as the original blast doors, time 
offi ce, an electric truck, the battery 
room, a laboratory and the massive 
ventilation fan.

The 1960s period is represented by 
a canteen, dormitories, offi ces and a 
BBC studio.

The 1980s-90s relics include shower 
rooms, the generator hall and the 
fallout decontamination facility, 
together with another BBC studio 
and a kitchen with its stainless steel 
equipment virtually unused. 

Written by Kelvin Lake, based on the 
book “Drakelow Unearthed” by Paul 
Stokes.
Price: £13.45
Running time: 28 mins.

One of the entrances to Drakelow.
(taken from the video)

Exploring one of the main tunnels.
(taken from the video)

Ding Dong Mine - A History
or less successfully until 1877. In 
its fi nal 20 years of operation Ding 
Dong produced nearly 3,000 tons 
of black tin at a value of just under 
£155,000.

This history also includes studies of 
the adjacent East, North and South 
Ding Dong Mines; West Ding Dong, 
lying several miles away, is not 
included.

Available from Mike Moore

Peter Joseph and Gerald Williams, 
SB, 240 x 170, 218 pages  £15.99

The story of this mine is relatively 
unknown. Numerous small tinworks 
were operating in this area in the 
17th century while Ding Dong Mine 
is mentioned as far back as 1751.

In the 1790s it was the scene of legal 
wrangles between Richard Trevithick 
and Boulton & Watt. It worked more 
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Diary DatesClub Offi cers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

26th -28th September: Hidden 
Earth 2014, National Caving 
Conference, Leek.

3rd October: Club AGM, Allscot 
Social Club, 8pm.

4th October: Club Annual Dinner, 
Wroxeter Hotel, Shropshire.

13th -16th October: 5th 
International Symposium on Karst, 
Malaga, Spain.

24th -27th October: 30th SUICRO 
Symposium, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, 
Ireland.

25th October: BCRA Cave Science 
Symposium and BCRA AGM, the 
University of Birmingham, School of 
Geography, Earth and Environmental 
Sciences.

26th October: BCRA Karst Science 
Field Meeting to limestone mines 
and outcrops at Dudley.
See bcra.org.uk for details of above.

2015
22nd-25th May: NAMHO 
Conference 2015 - Nenthead.

19th -21st June: BCRC Conference, 
Dean Field Studies Centre, Parkend, 
Forest of Dean. Joint hosts MCRO 
and GCRG.

Unforeseen consequences of new technology ...

Excellent, we’ve bluetoothed 
the Nicola 3

N3-107

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Secretary:  Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Conservation: David Poyner

NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Membership, BCA Rep & 
Insurance: Mike Davies 

Tackle:  Andy Harris

Training Offi cer:
Andrew Wood

First Aid Offi cer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Offi cer: Mike Worsfold

‘Below’ Editor, Publications: 
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

... to a surface phone! What THE #** !!!

Ssh! We’re updating ourfacebook status!
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